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COMMONKEALTH EDIS0N COMPANY Docket Hos. 50-454
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(Byron Station, Units 1 and 2) )

NRC STAFF'S PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL INITIAL DECISION

In accordance with the instructions of the Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board (Tr. 10,314-10,317,10,354-10,359), the NRC Staff files the following

Proposed Supplemental Initial Decision using the format and numbering system

f Commonwealth Edison Company's Proposed Supplemental Initial Decisiono.

(September 10,1984). For numbered paragraphs which the Staff adopts, it

is so indicated. For any paragraph where a modification of whatever type

and extent is proposed, the entirt paragraph is set forth with proposed

additions underlined and the language deleted from the Applicant's paragraph

bracketed and lined out. Where it has been necessary to propose an additional

paragraph, it has been identified by adding a letter to the number of the

Applicant's preceding paragraph.

This proposed decision also reflects the Staff's review of the-

Intervenors' Proposed Supplemental Decision (September 18,1984).
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1. -INTRODUCTION

1. -On January 13, 1984 this Board issued its initial decision
~

denying Commonwealth Edison Company's (" Applicant's" or " CECO's")

application for a license to operate the Byron Nuclear Power. Station-

(" Byron").k Although we ruled in Applicant's favor on seven of the

eight issues in controversy which were litigated during public hearings

in the spring and summer of 1983, we found that CECO had not met the
~ burden of proof on the issue of quality assurance.

2. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

3. In'the first set of hearings on the quality assurance issue in

Jarch and April, we did nct consider an item of noncompliance found in

the March, 1982 NRC Construction Assessment Team inspection regarding the

certification practice for quality control inspectors by contractors at
.,.

Byron. Our attention was drawn to this matter before the additional

hearings we held in August 1983 as a result of granting Intervenors' motion

to reopen the hearing record. At that time, testimony was adduced on

(1) the training and certification of a former QC inspector of the Hatfield

Electric Company ("Hatfield"), (2) the very recently completed program of

recertifying inspectors to revised criteria based on ANSI N45.2.6-1978,

and (3) the structure and preliminary results of a reinspection program

designed to show that inspectors who conducted inspections prior to the

revised certification procedures were adequately qualified. On the basis

of the evidence before us with respect to this last issue we denied the

*/ LBP-84-2, 19 NRC 36. In this supplemental decision, citations to the
initial decision are to the paragraph numbers only.

e
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operating license application expressing reservation both about the rein-

spection program itself and the quality of the work of two site contractors,

Hatfield and Hunter Corporation ("Hanter"). (I.D. is D-429-441, D-444).

4-9. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

-10. On June 8, 1984, we issued an order setting the scope of the

reopened hearing., Beyond the issues discussed above we ruled that certain

of the matters-proposed by Intervenors should be litigated. We ruled
,

that .the I;RC Staff should present evidence on certain worker allegations

which the Staff had expected would be resolved by the BRP and that the

Staff should present evidence on any other allegation which it deemed to

have independent and important relevance to the BRP. (Memorandum and

Order at 8-9.) For one allegation, that electrical cables were over-

stressed by excessive pulling during installation by Hatfield, we requested

a full evidentiary presentation on the cause and safety significance of

the alleged episodes and their relationship to the BRP. (Memorandum and

Order at 9. ) Finally, we ruled that Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory ("PTL")

should be added as one of the contractors to be considered with respect

to the BRP. In this regard, we advised the parties that we expected a

general showing of the scope of PTL's work and a discussion of whether

the BRP has provided reasonable assurance that PTL's work presents no

safety problems. (fiemorandum and Order at 12-13.)
,

111. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

12. The fiRC staff submitted [twe] the pre-filed direct testimony

of three .'itness panels who addressed [these same] the issues in the

remanded proceeding. In addition, Mr. Keppler, administrator of NRC's
,

Region III, [previded) submitted pre-filed direct testimony providing an

- - - _ _ - . . - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ - __ - ___ ____ ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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overvies and insight with respect to the Region's judgment concerning

the adequacy of the BRP. The Staff also presented, as a panel,

- Mr. William Forney, an NRC employee who was formerly senior resident

inspector at Byron, [a be testified] Mr. D.W. Hayes and Mr. William

Little. Mr. Forney testified regarding [An] an affidavit prepared by ,

him which described his dif'ferences with the testimony cf an NRC staff

witness panel with respect to the conclusions to be drawn from the

results of the ERP. That affidavit was received into evidence as his

direct testimony. (ff Tr. 10,040.) Mr. Hayes testified regarding a

memorandum he had prepared which appeared to express a view different

than the testimony of the same NRC witness panel. (See memorandum dated

February 13, 1984 from D.W. Hayes to R.L. Spessard, p. 1, ff Tr. 10,050.)

Mr. Little appeared with Messrs. Forney and Hayes to provide any
,

necessary response regarding the Staff's position. (Tr.10,037.).

Intervenors presented three witnesses. One witness questioned the

adequacy of the engineering evaluations performed by Sargent & Lundy

of the discrepencies discovered during the BRP. The remaining two

witnesses challenged the adequacy of various assumptions used by Edison

in the [fematies] formulation of the BRP and the applicability of

statistical principles to the results of that program.

13-14. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

15. An operating license for a nuclear power plant may be issued
!

at such time as the NRC renders the findings required by 10 C.F.R.

s 50.57(a). The Commission, subject to the immediate effectiveness

provision [f]j!, of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.764, has vested the Director of fluclear

Reactor Regulation with the authority to make the findings under
!-

!

c
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sectidn'50.57(a). 10 C:F.R. 5 [2 769(a)]'2.760a. Our authority is
'

,

<c ~ , ,
10 C.F.R.limt,ed to deciding matters in controversy ameng the parties.'

v. .

~

'l.2.;0ffc)and%[2,769(a}]2.760a.' It was in the context of this regulatory
( ;, e

regime that Contention 1A was decided against the Applicant.

J<I6.; We were unable to make these findings in our Initial Decision of

January 13, 1984 because of outstanding questi' ns raised by' an item of
'

o

noncompliance contained in NRC Staff Inspection Report 82-05.

Specifically, noncompliance 82-05-19 questioned the qualifications of
'

contract $r QC inspectors ceytified under procedures which the Staff

ldeemed defective. The Appeal Board agreed that the record previously

before us was-insufficient to support the issuance of an operating

license, but remandt d the record to us

to permit a full exploration of the significan:e of the
[ reinspection] program in terms of whether there is currentlyE
reasonable assurance that the Byron facility has been
properly' constructed. Stated otherwise, the focus
of the inquiry should be upon whether, as formulated and
executed, the reinspection program has now provided the

. requisite degree of' confidence that the Hatfield and Hunter
quality essurance inspectors were competent and, thus, can be
presumed to have uncovered any construction defects of
possible safety consequence.

(Memorandum and Order,. dated May 7, 1984, ALAB-770, 19 NRC Slip

Opinion at 27, 25), footnotes omitted.)

17. Further, subsequent to our initial decision new information

regarding another item of noncomp1'iance resurrected questions we had-

deemed closed in our initial decision. (I.D., t 0-442; is 204 - [263]'264,

infra.) Noncompliance 80-04-01, contained in a December 30, 1980 inspection

report, asserted that Applicant had failed to take prompt and effective

. corrective action with respect to deficient equipment supplied to the
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Byron Station by Systems Control Corporation (" SCC"). While we had been-

- willing to delegate the closure of this item of noncompliance to.the NRC
A

Staff, the, Appeal Board, as a result of the new information, directed that

- we hold further hearings on this issue as well.

18-21.- The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

22. - A special inspection was conducted at Byron during the Spring

of 1982 by an NRC Construction Assessment Team (" CAT"). The CAT

findings were published in IE Report Nos. 50-454/82-05 and 50-455/82-04.

One of the findings (noncompliance 82-05-19) questioned the adequacy of

the onsite contractors' programs for certifying QC inspectors. The CAT

inspectors found deficiencies in (i) the contractors' evaluations of initial

inspector capabilities,-(ii) the documentation of initial certificrtion,

and (iii) the criteria used to establish inspector qualification.

(Applicant's Exhibit 8; Del George, prepared testinony at 6, ff. Tr. 8406.)
.

Although there was no finding that these deficiencies had compromised the

quality of construction, the NRC Region III Staff adopted the position that

the site contractors' QC inspector qualification programs had to be

upgraded and that the quality of the inspections already completed

required verification. (Del George, prepared testimony at 5, ff.

Tr..[9496]8406.)

23. In response to the. Staff's criticisms, Edison initiated a
-

recertification program between June and September 1982, to review in

accordance with[the guideline 5 ef] its commitment to Reculatory Guide 1.58,

which invokes and supplements ANSI N45.2.6-1978, and to revise where necessary,

contractors' QC inspector certification procedures. These upgraded

procedures were used to certify inspectors beginning on September 30,

e

-______ _ _ _ _ - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _.-_ _ __ .
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1982. This action solved the Staff's concern with respect to the quali-

fication of QC inspectors certified after September 30, 1982; however, it
,

did not-[previde assuranee that] address whether the inspectors who

performed QC inspect'.ans prior to that time were qualified. The BRP was
i
constituted to address this latter concern. (hansel, prepared testimony

at 4, ff. Tr. 8901; Del George, prepared testimony at 7-[40]11, ff.

Tr. 8406 [Gennaughten] Little, Staff prepared testimony at 16 7-10,

ff.Tr.9510.)1/
24. To verify the effectiveness of inspector qualification and

certification practices used by site contractors between January 1976

and September 1982, the_BRP was structured to reinspect the original QC

inspections and to analyze any discrepancies (differences between the
i

results of the original inspections and the reinspections) to determine
.,-

their significance. The data would then be used to draw inferences

about the qualification of the total inspector population on a

contra tor-by-contractor basis. Thus, the original purpose of the BRP

was not to directly validate work quality at Byron. [Given the eeneeFas

abewt werk qwality raised in eur initial deefsien,] [k]However,both

Applicant and the Staff determined that the BRP data could also be used

as one basis for determining the quality of the construction work. (Del

*/ A full discussion of the recertification program is contained in
paragraphs D-385 through D-393 of our initial decision.

.- - - - -,
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George, prepared testimony at 6, 7, ff. Tr. 8406; Little, Staff prepared

testimony at 4, ff. Tr. 9510.)'

25. The NRC Staff's characterization of the purpose of the BRP is

stated differently than the description we have just articulated. The

Region III panel testified that the primary purpose of the BRP was to

determine whether QC inspectors had overlooked significant safety-

related hardware deficiencies. (Little, Staff prepared testimony at 4,

ff. Tr. 9510; Tr. 9577.) However, Mr. Little also agreed, on behalf of

the panel, that determining whether QC inspectors had overlooked signi-

ficant deficiencies was equivalent to determining whether they were

competent. ([Keppler,TF. 19dB4;] Little, Tr. 9582-83[r]]; see also

Keppler, Tr.10,134. ) Indeed, William Forney, former Region III senior

resident inspector at Byron, testified fcr the Staff in August 1983 that

the purpose of the BRP was "to determine whether or not [the contractors] /
*'

have used qualified inspectors." j (Forney, Tr. 7991.) [IR sum, it
++

*/ This use of brackets appears in the Applicant's proposed finding.

**/ [We-Rete-that-MFr-FerReyis-mest-FeeeRt-testiFORy-seRtFadietS-this
ehaFaeterizatieR.] Mr. Forney did testif[ied]y_ at the reopenad~

hearing that in his opinion, the f act that inspectors have not
failed to discover significant oeficiencies is not necessarily a
demonstration of their competence. [WiS-FeaSORiRg-appe&FS-te-be
t h a t - t h e -By Fe R - p l a R t-i s - s e -we ll-e e m s t r e e te d -t h a t - th e Fe -Piay -b e -
VeFy-EaRy-SigRifieaRt-diSeFepaReieS-te-diSeeveF.] This opinion was
based on his view that the failure to identify significant hardware
deficiencies is as like_Ty to reflect the good cuality of construc-
tion and the overdesign of the plant as the competence of OC
inspectors. (Forr.ey,Tr. 10,063-64,10,082Lrf)110,133.) In any
event, Mr. Forney himself characterizes [his-disagFeeseRt]
.this distinction as " miniscule" in importance (Forney, Tr.10,068,
10,129-10,130) and acknowledged that other members of Region III
could properly, in the exercise of their engineering judgement,
draw an inference as to the caDability of the non-reinspecteo

(Footnote continued on next page)

e
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appeaFs-that-any-diffeFesse-between-the-pWFpese-ef-BRF-as-stated-h,v-95Eo

and-the-NRG-Staff-is-a-matter-ef-semanties-Father-than-substance.

In any event, these different phrasings of the purpose of the BRP are

of minimal relevance since both the Staff and Applicant agree that the

BRP bas resolved noncompliance 82-05-19.
.

26-31. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

32. The table contained in Mr. Del George's testimony shows that

Applicant made certain the inspectors selected were [ net-enly] suffi-

cientinnumber[but-Fepresented-the-range-ef-inspectien-aet?vities

f e r-the -e nt i Fe-s ix-y ea F-s p an-ef-inteFes tv--Ike- ta b le-als e-shews-t ha t

(RspeeteFs-WeFe-shesea-ffeF-eash-yeaF-ef-WeFh-aetivityr) and spanned the

period from inception of construction to September 1982, the period of

.

**/ (Footnote continued from previous page)

inspectors from the results of the BRP. (Forney, Tr. 10,047.)
Mr. D. W. Hayes, Chief of the Region Ill Projects Section which
included Byron, also testified regarding a memoranoum dated
February 13, 1984, he had written regarcing steps required to
prepare for any tubsequent hearings on Byron (ff. Tr. 10,050.)
In that memorandum Mr. Hayes had stated:

In my opinion, the reinspection program tells us little
about the capability ard effectiveness of the selecteo
inspectors and tnus those not selecteo and we should not
try to make an argument from this standpoint.

.

At the hearings, Mr. Hayes explained that more accurately stated
his view was that "the Reinspection Prcgram did not establish con-
clusively that the OC inspectors were qualified." (Tr. 10,051).
He also testified that the purpose of his memorandum was to stimu
late thinking in the Region regarding the Region's conclusions from

(Hayes, Tr. 10,051). We will come back to an evaluationthe BRP.
of Mr. Forney's position in the work quality portion of this decision.

i

, , .
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interest for the BRP. (Del George, prepared testimony at 13, ff.

Tr. 8406.)

33-36. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

37. Dr. Martin Frankel, an expert statistician testifying on

behalf of Applicant agreed that the inspector sample does not qualify as

a " probability sample", mainly because of the addition of designated

inspectors whose qualifications were considered suspect by the NRC

Staff. (Frankel, prepared testimony at 7-8, ff. Tr.11,120.) Although

the sample of inspectors does not meet the criteria for a probability

sample, Dr. Frankel believes that inferences to the total population of

inspectors can be drawn if supported by the judgments of individuals

with appropriate substantive knowledge. (Frankel, prepared testimony

at 7-8, ff. Tr.11,120. ) We agree. The features of the sampling scheme
.

for inspectors which causes it to not constitute a probability sample is

the addition of inspectcrs to the sample by the NRC resident inspector.
,

These additions to the sample were designed to include in the BRP

inspectors whose qualifications were suspect. [It-wewid-be-eentrary-te

semmen-sense-te-rejeet] Since inferences drawn from the results of the

BRP were based upon the judgment of [by] experienced engineers employed

by Applicant and Staff, as well as [by] c[f independent consultants,

[ based-ea-a-ritualistie-applieatisa-ef-statistieal-theerfr)WedeCline

to reject those inferences based upon Dr. Ericksen's argument that a

probability sample was not used. We accept the validity of the

inspector sample in the BRP and conclude that the results form an

-

adequate' basis for inferences to the qualifications of inspectors whose

work was not reinspected.
. -

C
,

- -- . , , - - , , - . - . . -- -
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38. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

39. Approximately 80 percent of Hatfield's total inspections

performed at Byron (up to the date its revised certification procedures

were implemented) were reinspectable. For Hunter, this figure was

approximately_70 percent. (Tuetken, prepared testimony at 25, 26, ff.

Tr. 8408.) [Semewhat] Aporeciably less than 50 percent of the

inspections ' performed by PTL prior to the implementation of its revised

certification procedures were reinspectable. (Tuetken, prepared

testimony at 25,~26, ff. Tr. 8408.) This is because PTL performed

mainly concrete and soil inspections, which are not recreatable.

(Tuetken, Tr. 8664.)' It is undisputed that placement of work in either

an inaccessible or nonrecreatable category was supported by proper

' documentation which showed appropr iate reasons why a certain inspector's
.

work could not be reinspected. (Hansel, prepared testimony at 17, ff.

Tr. 8901; Hansel, Tr. 8982.)

40. Finally, some attributes for work to be reinspected were not

- captured in the BRP. This was the case for 2 of 11 Hatfield inspection

attributes and 5 of 48 Hunter inspection elements. The two Hatfield

attributes [4mvelving-eempesent-suppert-and-equip +ent-final-inspesties]

(cable pan covers and cable pan identification) were not reinspected

because 'they were not inspected by any inspector sampled in his/her
.

first 90 days. The five Hunter inspection elements not reinspected
,

'were not captured because this work had not been-initiated before

' - September 1982. (Del George, prepared testimony at 17, 18, ff.

Tr. 8406.)

y - .-
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41. The first 90 days of each selected inspector's work was'

reinspected. (Hansel prepared testimony at 11, ff. Tr. 8901;

De._ George,Tr.8490.) Both Edison and the NRC Staff agree that the

.first 90 days of work is an appropriate period to eva uate to determinel

inspector qualification. If training has been inadequate to produce a

qualified. inspector, the first 90 days covers the time when an inspector

is most likely to make mistakes as a result of that inadequate

training. Therefore, in the judgment of the CECO and the Staff, a

conservative bias was factored into this element of the BRP. (Hansel,

prepared testimony at 11, 12, ff. Tr. 8901; Hansel, Tr. 6948; Del

George, Tr. 8790-91; Lit _tle, Staff prepared testimony at 5, ff.

Tr. 9510; Little, Tr. 9646.) The selection of the first 90 days as the
.

initial period to be sampled was based on the issue of the adecuacy of

QC inspector certification identified in noncompliance 82-05-19 and was
,

not modeled upon any independent review at other plants because the

Staff and Applicant were not specifically aware of other independent

reviews focused on the issue of OC inspector qualifications. Little,

Tr. 9609-9611; Del Georce, Tr. 8472.

42. This judgment is disputed by Intervenors' witness Dr. Dev

S. Kochhar, a human factors expert from the University of Michigan.

According to Dr. Kochhar, inspector performance can be expected to

attain its highest proficiency level in the period immediately following

completion of trainir:g. He testified that in general newly trained

. inspectors perform better initially because the novelty of the job

causes them?to be more attentive. This " initial-areusal"-wears-eff-ast

nevelty-and-sensery-stim.wlatten] As this novelty wears off, the level

e-

G - .. - _ - , . - --
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of performance effectiveness declines over time. [AseeFdiRg-te

9Fr-KeshhaF3-the-level-ef-peFf8FmaRee-effectiveRESS-aISe-deeliREST)

Thus, in Dr. Kochhar's opinion, reinspection of only the first 90 days

of inspectors' work is likely to have caused a nonconservative bias in

the BRP results. The better course, according to Dr. Kochhar, would

have been to reinspect the work of inspectors over tne full range of

their tenura at Byron. (Kochhar, prepared testimony at 7-10, ff.

Tr. 10,538.)

43. We have discerned a fundamental prcblem with the application

of Dr. Kochhar's analysis to Byron. (Kochhar, prepared testimony at 6,

ff. Tr. 10,538). Although Dr. Kochhar[1s] [teStimeRy mispeFee4VeS-the-VeFy)

recognized in his prefiled testimony t:1at the purpose of the BRP[s-whieh]
F

ras to determine whether the training and certification procedures used by
.

contractors before 1982 were producing qualified inspectors, he testified

that the first 90 days of an inspector's work was an inappropriate

period to sample. (Kochhar, prepared testimony at 7-10, ff. Tr. 10,358.)

[WheR-eeRfFeRted-wit.h-thiS-pWFpeSeeR] Ojl cross-examination,

Dr. Kochhar agreed that it was necessary to reinspect a period of an

inspector's work prior to the time his experience on the job might mask

any lack of adequate training. For the reasons set forth in if 44-49,

infra, we conclude [IR-the-BeaFd1 -view -it-is-ebviews] that the period5 s

..

of interest is the first few months of an inspector's job performance.

The question becomes therefore, whether Dr. Kochhar's testimony persuades

us whether the first 90 day's as opposed to a longer period is appropriate.

44. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

~w - . .
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45. Dr. Kochhar further admitted that his experience with

inspection activities has been limited, primarily, to assembly line or

batch manufacturing operations [invelving] such as a Firestone Tire and

. Rubber Company assembly line operation where inspectors inspected three

or four major _ attributes on tires which passed by at a controlled rate.

'(Kochhar,Tr. 10,546 - 10,548.) Dr. Kochhar's laboratory experiments

involved television monitors on which simulated products moved across

the screen at controlled rates. The subject inspectors were required to

identify any faults or defects in the products as they moved across the

screen. (Kochhar, Tr. 10,550.)

46. Thus, aside from his review of the BRP, Dr. Kochhar has no

experience at all with nuclear plant inspection activities. (Kochhar,

Tr. 10,547.) Nevertheless, Dr. Kochhar asserts that his Firestone and
,

laboratory results are applicable to Byron QC inspection activities.

(Tr. 10,547-48[r)]; Kochhar, prepared testimony at 6-7, ff. Tr. 10,358.)

Surprisingly, Dr. Kochhar makes this assertion without having evaluated

the actual duties of the Byron QC inspectors. (Kochhar, Tr. 10,589.)

he was aware that the work of QC inspectors was "somewhat varied", that

they looked at different kinds of welds, that welds were located in

various locations throughout the plant, and that access to some welds

was difficult. (Kochhar,Tr. 10,589-91.) Nevertheless, Dr. Kochhar

simplyassumedthattheirtasksweresimilarto[like]thosewhich

were the subject of his experience. [wsw i d-requ i re- s u bj ee t i ve-j u dgme n t s

based-en-pre-determined-eriteriar (Kochhar, Tr.10,589.) On

examination by the Board, he agreed that the varied duties of the QC

c
9
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inspectcrs might tend to break up the tedium that inspectors on assembly

-lines ordinarily experience. (Kochhar, Tr. 10,591.)

47. Dr. Kochhar also testified that nonc of his experiments lasted

more than 2 or 3 [ day 3 hours. (Kochhar, Tr. 10,558.) He is rot aware

of any studies which have examined this job performance phenomenon over

an extended perio.d of time. (Kochhar, Tr. 10,550.) He testified that

his predictions concerning long-term job performance are based on a

simple analogy to daily performance. (Kochhar,Tr. 10,568,10,592.)

Yet Dr. Kochhar also testified that, based on what he has read in the

literature, it is likely that the predicted downturn in inspector

performance would begin after only a couple of days. (Kochhar,

Tr.10,562.)' Given this, it is logical to assume that any downturn in

inspector performance at Byron would have occurred within an inspector's

first 90 days. This obviously belies his argument that more than three

months of an inspector's work should have been reinspected in order to

overcome the initial arousal affect.

48. Finally, Dr. Kochhar was unable to quantify the effect of the

alleged nonconservative bias on the results of the BRP. Nor was he able

to say when, if ever, an inspector who was initially performing his tasksi

competently would exhibit unacceptable performance. [beeeme-4aeer,petest.]

(Kochhar, Tr. 10,595.) -He testified as follows:

A Yes, well what I'm saying is that I don't think
anybody could quantify that bias. The fact is that if you
had taken a period of time that was longer and then sampled,;

it may have been more reflective of the actual working span.

* * *

Q. Dr. Kochhar, just so we are clear on this, you
don't know -- as you sit here today -- whether the
reinspection results have been overstated by a half a percentr

or 20 percent because of the selection of the first 90 days?
|
I

, . -- - - -, . , , . . . - . . - ,
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A. That's correct. I do not know.
z(KochharTr. 10,610,10,603,10,604.)

49. Thus, it appears that Dr. Kochhar's theory, which is limited

to subjective attributes and based on limited relevant experience,

would have its impact, if at all, in the first 90 days of an inspector's

job performance. Consequently we are not persuaded that Applicants

chouce of the first 90 days was inappropriate. Indeed, we find that

reinspection of an inspector's first three months of work was

appropriate to determine whether the inspector was adequately qualified

following his initial training. In reaching this conclusion, we note

that Dr. Kochhar was not the only witness with expertise in human

factors who testified in the reopened proceeding. We found Staff and

Applicant witnesses, including but no limited to, Messrs. Little and

Hansel, to have relevant background in-supervising and evaluating the
..

performance of inspectors. Little, Tr. 9646-9648; Hansel, prepared

testimony at 2, ff. Tr. 8901.

50-60. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

61. Physical reinspection activities began in the middle of

(Tuetken, prepared testimony at 6, ff. Tr. 8408.} /
*

TheMarch 1983.

*/- .The Appeal Board noted that the reinspection program only covered
inspectors certified un to September 1982 and the recertification
program was not completed until early 1983. It theref'me
questioned whether Applicant had ensured that inspectors certified
between those dates'were capable of performing their tasks.
(ALAB-770, slip opinion at 29.) To address this concern,
Mr. Tuetken explained that the reinspection program examined the

,

first three months of work performed by inspectors [right-up-te]
who were certified before the date the revised certification
procedures were implemented. The first three months of work of at
least a small number of inspectors who were certified during the
summer of 1982 were included in the BRP and this three month period
extended beyond September, 1982. (Tuetken, prepared testimony
at-18, ff. 8408[r)]; see also Connaughton, Staff prcpared testimony
at 16-17, ff. Tr. 9510.)

c
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BRP was performed by reinspectors who were properly recertified to ANSI

N45.2.6(1978) before commencing reinspections. / (Del George, prepared
*

testimony at 20, 21, ff. Tr. 8406; Tuetken, prepared testimony at 16,

17, ff. Tr. 6408.) The proper certification of the reinspectors was

confirmed on the basis of extensive overview inspections by Applicant's

project construction and quality assurance departments and the NRC

Staff. (Del George, Tr. 8789; Ward, Tr. f691-92.)

62. Reinspections were performed to the same or more stringent'

criteria than had been used in the original inspection. (Del George,

prepared testimony at 21, ff. Tr. 8406.) If design requirements or

inspection criteria had been relaxed subsequent to the initial

inspection, acceotability of the work performed by the original

inspector was evaluted according to the earlier, stricter criteria.
,

8 '

(Del George prepared testimony at 20-22, ff. Tr. 8406.) [a] A further

conservatism [v-s hee] was introduced whenever the reinspectors, having

-*/ In our Initial Decision, we identified a concern about the number
of_ Hatfield inspectors that required recertificat'an and/or retraining
at the inception of the BRP. (I.D. TD-436.) In response, Mr. Con-
naughton explained that as of September 30, 1982, Hatfield employed
46 inspectors all of whom required additional training, testing, and/or
documentation to comply with the new QC inspector certification
requirements. Mr. Connaughton also explained that there is no

. particular significance to the number of Hatfield inspectors requiring
recertification inasmuch as they were required to meet new, more
prescriptive certification standards irrespective of whether they had
previously received adecuate testing and on-the-job training and all
of them were included in the population considered in the BRP.
(Connaughton, prepared testimony at 18-19, ff. Tr. 9510.)

. _ ._. - . - - , _ _ _ __ _ _ _ . .
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. been _ trained to 1983 standards, were required to apply less stringent

earlier criteria. Mr. Tuetten testified that in many cases it was

d-simply not possible to ignore the influence of the current standar s.

(Tuetken,-Tr. 6706-07.)-

63-69. The Staff adopts these paragraphs. ,

70. Despite this evidence of conservatism, Dr. Kochhar testified

1 for Intervenors that knowledge by the reinspectors of the identities of

the original inspectors could have biased the reinspection results non-

- conservatively, that.is, in favor of conforming reinspections.

. Dr. Koc[e]hhar testified that the reinspection effort should have been
~

undertaken by individuals with no previous involvement at the site to

minimize any bias (Koc[e]hhar, prepared testimony at 10-11, ff. Tr.10,538.)

. However, on cross-examination Dr. Kochhar admitted that he could not
.9

state whether such knowledge did in fact lead to nonconservative bias

in this particular inspection setting. Nor would he even attempt to

quantify the amount of bias which may have been introduced. (Kochhar,

Tr. 10,604-05, 10,612.) Moreover,.[eensistent-with-the-Staff-testimenyv]

Dr. Kochhar admitted that such bias, even if it was introduced, might just

as well have led to stricter reinspection rather than leniency. (Kochhar

Tr.10,605.) We conclude that there simply is no eviderte that rein-

spectors' knowledge of the ider.tities of some original inspectors non-
~

conservatively biased the results of the BRP.

71-73.- The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

74. As with Dr. Kochhar's earlier theories, we are not persuaded

that a mimic effect played a significant factor in the results of the

BRP. First, by program definition, the only inspections which were

c-
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;

subject to reinspection were those where the items inspected had been

found originally to conform to requirements. (Kochhar Tr. 10,618.)

Thus, the original inspection results can be viewed as a constant, the

original inspector always having found the items to meet requirements.

We find [5-as-a-satter-ef-eemmeRS-SeRSe,] that the mimic effect is less

likely to operate,in conjunction with such a constant.

75-77. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

78. First, Mr. Koca's release from Hatfield in October 1983

~ was not related in any way to his work on the BRP. (Tuetken, prepared

testimony at 8, ff. Tr. 8408; See also Hayes, Tr. 9965[}]-9968.) Second,

Mr. Koca's role in the BRP was limited to supervising the Hatfield QA

clerical staff review of certification records to identify the roster of

inspectors based on certification dates. Thereafte , his role consisted
,.-

sclely of supervising the clerical staff members who were responsible

for' searching the inspection record files to identify each individual

inspection performed by the selected inspectors during their first 90

days. (Tuetken, prepared testimony at 7, ff. Tr. 8408.)

79-81. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

82. Part A of the audit finding identified two prcblems with poten-
:

tkal consequences on the analysis of the BRP results. The first problem

_

involved the use of field problem sheets by Hunter rather than discre-
.

pancy reports. A subsequent quality assurance surveillance (number 5189)

verified that discrepancy reports had in fact been .'nitiated for the

particular discrepancies as required by Hunter's procedures. (Shewski,

prepared testimony at 9, Attachment F, ff. Tr. 8423.) The second problem

involved the [FeiRSpeetieR] question of whether the attribute of bolt
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tongue was recreatable. (Shewski prepared testimony, Attachment E,

p. E-7, ff. Tr.'8423.-) This item was dispositioned by a letter from

- Sargent.& Lundy which stated that the particular bolt values would relax
.

. over time and'thus could not be reproduced for purposes of the reinspection

(Shewski, prepared testimony at 9, Attachrent F, p. F-7, Tr. 8423.)program.
,

83. Part B of the audit finding determined that Hatfield was

using field: problem sheets to revolve discrepancies identified during

reinspection for conduit and termination attributes. A subsequent quality
~

assurance surveillance (5202 RI) determined, however, that all discrepan-
e

cies identified on field problem sheets during the BRP by Hatfield were

- included in the results of the BRP and that Hatfield inspectors were

instructed not to use field problem sheets in the future. Shewski,

prepered testimony, Attachment G, ff. Tr. 8423. That surveillance also
-

.,

found that-Hatfield NCR number 674 was' written to disposition a

deficient ^ item discovered during [reinspeetien-precess] the reinsoection of

electrical terminations, which had previously been the subject of a field

problem sheet prepared by Production personnel. (Shewski, prepared testimony

at 10, Attachment G, ff. Tr. 8423).

F

84-91. The-Staff adopts these paragraphs.

92. Staff' oversight of the implementation of the BRP has been

extensive. '(Little, Staff prepared testimony at 7, ff. Tr. 9510.) In the

reinspection area 1of greatest concern to the Staff because of its subjectiv-

ity, i.e., visualEweld inspections, the Staff examined a significant number

of welds covered in'the BRP. (Little, Tr. 9637). These inspections were

conducted princ'ipally by Mr. Kavin Ward, a-weld inspector with approximately

38 years of experience in welding and/or weld inspection. Ward, Staff
1

e
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prepared testimony at 10-11, Professional Oualifications of Kavin Ward,
i ff. Tr. 9510. Mr. Ward testified that he and another Staff inspector

visually examined and documented approximately 500 welds which had been

.[previeusly-examiRed] reinspected in the BRP, of which approximately 330

had been reinspected by Hatfield, Hunter or PTL inspectors. [and-whiek

had-been-subjeet-te-the-BRP] Ward, Staff prepared testimony, at 10, 17-18,

Enclosure 1 at 37-38 ff. Tr. 9510). In addition, Mr. Ward looked at

thousands of other welds during the course of his inspections at Byron,

but did not document his examination of those welds. (Ward,Tr. 9772-9773.)

The Staff inspectors examined the welcs to determine that they had in

fact been reinspected and that the reinspector had not over' looked a dis-

Mr. Ward testified that he also examined the documentation ofcrepancy.

welds generated by the BRP as well as the documentation generated by the

original weld inspection. H[h]e also held discussions with supervisors
'

and lead weld inspectors. (Ward, Staff prepared testimony at 10, 11,

enclosures 1,-2, ff. Tr. 9510.)

93. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

94. For other then welding attributes, Staff oversight of

hatfield and Hunter included the review of inspection reports, nonconfor-

mance reports, deficiency reports, and the observation of work activities,

-including inprocess inspections. (Ward, Love, Staff prepared testinony

at 10-12, [H,] enclosure 3, ff. Tr. 9510.)

95. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

96-99. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

100. For the subjective attribute (visual weld inspection), Hatfield

and Hunter each had one inspector whose first three months of work failed

!

.___ _- __. _ _ . _ , , _ . _ _ . _ ..._,-
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to meet the 90% acceptance criteria. PTLhad[twe]threesuchinspectors.

Because the[se individwals] Hatfield and Hunter inspectors and two of the

PTL inspectors had no further work, their qualifications could not be

assessed further and under the terms of the BRP were considered indetermi-

:nate. The reinspection results'for these inspectors were retained in the

BRP data base. A substitution was made for each of these inspectors and

each substitute's reinspected work was determined to meet program acceptance

criteria. (Del George, prepared testimony at 28, ff. Tr. 8406.)

101. The performance of one PTL inspector did not meet the 90% sub-

jective acceptance criterion for either his first or second three-month

period. Therefore, all of this inspector's remaining work was reinspected.

In addition, PTL was subjected to an inspector sample expansion which

captured the first three months of work for visual welding inspection of

all remaining inspectors whose work was accessible. Each of the four,

additional inspectors passed the 90% acceptance criterion. / (Del George,
*

prepared testimony at 28, ff. Tr. 8406; Shewski, prepared testimony at 24,

ff. Tr. 8423; Little, Staff prepared testimony at 9,10, ff. Tr. 9510.)

*/ The two PTL inspectors who did not meet the 90% criterion in the
first 90 days and the one PIL inspector who failed to meet the
criterion for both the first and the secono 90 days, had the effect
of reducing PTL's cumulative average agreement rate in the BRP.
The acceptance criteria were not, however, directed at contractor-
wide performance and the cumulative results did not cause the Staff
to be concerned about the cualifications of PTL as the independent
testing agency at Byron. (Connaughton, Tr. 9666-9667.)

-c
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102. Both Edison and the Staff have concluded that the number

of inspectors whose work was reinspected, the amount and type of work

reinspected, and the requirement for sample expansion provide [s] a valid

basis to draw positive conclusions about the qualifications of the

overall population of inspectcrs, and specifically those for Hatfield,

, Del George, prepared testimony 29-53, ff. Tr. 8406;(Hunter and PTL.

Hansel, prepared testimony at 23, ff. Tr. 8901; Little, Staff prepared

testimony at 4, ff. Tr. 9510; Connaughton, Tr. 9876.) [As-MFr-9el

Ge e Fg e- GEp h a s ii ad y - t h e -fw R da me F t a l-6bj eE t i v e-e f- t h e- BE P-wa s - t e -V e Fi fy

by-reinspectien-the-adequaey-ef-the-qualifieatien-and-sertificatien

pFaEtiEes-feF-6eRtF8EteF-QG-iRspeEteFst--He-GeREludedy-as-we-dey-that

the-BRP-desesstFated-the-effeetiveness-ef-these-pFaGt4Ees-feF-a

FepFesentative-sample-ef-inspeeteFs-fFem-whiek-it-eam-be-infeFFed-that
a

the-same-pFaEt4Ees-weFe-effeEtive-as-applied-te-the-Fema 4R4Rg-iRspeEteFs

andy-theFefeFey-as-te-all-inspeetien-weFk-p0FfeFRed-by-the-eRt4Fe

inspeeter-pepulatiest Based upon the findings of the BRP that a

representative sample of QC inspectors had generally performed compe-

tently irrespective of uny ceficiencies in the practices by which they

were certified, the Applicant and Staff conclude, and we acree, that

there is reasonable assurance of the capability of Hunter, Hatfield

and PTL inspectors whose work was not reinspected. (Del George, prepared
.

testimony at 33, ff. Tr. 8406[r)]; Little, Staff prepared testimony

at 4-6, ff. Tr. 9510.)

103. The fact that certain inspections were inaccessible or not

recreatable does not affect these conclusions, since, as Mr. Dei George

pointed out, the qualification and certification programs for

_
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inaccessible and non-recreatable attributes were the same as those

verified by the BRP. (Del George, prepared testimony at [22] 34-35, ff.

Tr. 8406.) Indeed, Messrs, Buchanan and Somsag testified that Hatfield

and Hunter QC inspectors were selected and trained in the same manner

regardless of the types of inspections they were to perform. (Buchanan,

prepared rebuttal testimony at 3, 4, ff. Tr. 11,174; Somsag, prepared

testimony at 2-5, ff. Tr. 11,-172.) The requirements imposed for prior

experience, job training, and performance demonstration have the same

general scope and technical content for each of these attributes. In

adaition, the attributes not reinspected are similar in many respects to

those captured for reinspection. (Del George, prepared testimony at

33-35, ff. Tr. 8406; [Mwffety-TF,-9874t-see-98REFaIIy,) Muffett, Staff

prepared testimony at 21-23, ff. Tr. 9510.) Although the BRP reveals
.

less about nonreinspectable PTL attributes than it does about Hatfield

and Hunter attributes, reasonable assurance as to the cuality of the PTL

inspections is provided by the BRP and by the fact that, throughout the

construction of the plant, nonreinspectable items inspected by PTL have

been audited by CECO and insoected by the Staff, resulting in no discovery

of significant problems. (Muffett, Staff prepared testimony at 22-23, ff.

Tr. 9510; Muffett, Tr. 9870-71.).

104. We have previously found that the sample selection process for

inspectors whose work was to be reinspected was appropriate (f 37, supra);

that the choice of the first 90 days of an inspectors tenure on the site

was a proper time period for checking the vaildity of an inspector's

training and initial qualification (f 49, supra); the acceptance criteria

c
- . , _ .. ... _ , ._, - - - . . -, ,.
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for establishing whether an inspector was qualified, based on the results

of the reinspection are appropriate and conservative (I's 53, 57, supra)'

th'e results of the BRP are accurate and reliable (i 91, supra), and there

was extensive oversight of the entire BRP by' Ceco's QA department (it 80-91,

supra) and the NRC Regional Staff (55 92-95, supra). Based on the results

of the BRP, the Board finds that Applicant has provided reasonable assurance

that the Hatfield, Hunter and PTL inspectors who performed inspections at

Byron, beginning with the construction of safety-related work in 1976

through September 1982, were qualified, even though their certifications

were not_in [strist] accordance with ANSI N45.2.6 (1978).

105. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

106. The Staff adopts this paragraph, as corrected by letter from

Mark Furse to the Licensing Board dated September 17, 1984.
..;

107-114. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

115. The detailed engineering evaluation of the discrepancies in

Hatfield objective attributes demonstrated that none of the evaluated

discrepancies had design significance and, therefore, they had no safety

significance. (French, prepared testimony at 8 ff. 9044.)-

116-125. The Staff adcpts these paragraphs.

126. The Board finds that, based upon the Sargent & Lundy evaluations

of discrepancies in the Hatfield and Hunter objective attributes, none of

the discrepancies had design significance and, accordingly, they had no

safety significance.

127-146. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

149. In the case of all 49 ASME discrepant welds, the weld connections

met Code design ~ criteria. The Sargent & Lundy evaluations of the Hunter

__.
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ASME weld discrepancies demonstrate that, as was true with respect to the
._

Hunter AWS weld discrepancies, as well as the Hatfield weld discrepancies,

none of the discrepancies had design significance and, hence, they had no

safety significance. Accordingly, the quality of this reinspected work

is adequate. (Branch, prepared testimony at 14, ff. Tr. 9051.)

150. The Board finds that, based upon the Sargent & Lundy evaluations

of the Hatfield AWS discre? ant welds and the Hunter AWS and ASME dis-

crepant welds, none of the discrepancies had design significance and,

-accordingly, they had no safety significance.

151. On August 20, 1984, at the resumption of the evidentiary hearings,

Aoplicant filed a motion to strike substantial portions of Mr. Stokes'

proposed testimony. After oral argument on the motion (Tr. 10,640-10,667),

we struck those portions of the testimony which we did not believe to be
.- related to the issues in this remanded proceeding. See generally,

Tr. 10,687-10,739, 10,761-10,762. The portion of Mr. Stokes' testimony that

was admitted into evidence essentially consists cf a call for an independent

review of discrepancies based on an alleged lack of objectivity and impar-

tiality on-the part of Sargent & Lundy. We will now address the specific

concerns raised by Mr. Stokes that have not already been discussed and his-

allegations regarding the need for an independent review of discrepancies.

First, Mr. Stokes asserted that pipe supports which were included in

Sargent &.Lundy's Hunter AWS welding discrepancy evaluations are subject

to fatigue loadings and, thus, convexity should have been considered a

defect more serious than a cosmetic flaw. (Stokes, prepared testimony

at 18, ff. Tr.10,770. ) However, as Mr. Stokes acknowledged, the American

Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Code does not require a reduction

e
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in the allowable stress in a weld for fatigue loading until the number of

stress cycles exceeds 20,000. (Stokes,Tr. 10,841-42; Erler, prepared

. rebuttal testimony at 7-8, ff. Tr. 11,158.) Further, Mr. Stokes admitted

that he did not have adaquate information to determine whether pipe supports
_

at Byron would experience 20,000 cycles of fatigue loading over their

li fetime.' (Stokes,Tr. 10,842-43.) In fact, the number of. stress cycles

experienced by pipe supports at Byron is substantially less than 20,000.

(Erler, prepared rebuttal testimony at 8, ff. Tr.11,158.)

152. Mr. Stokes also asserts that waterhammer could cause fatigue

loading. (Stokes, prepared testimony at 18-19, ff. Tr.10,770.) The

evidence indicates, however, that waterhammer loading on a piping system

is not'a loading that could.cause a fatigue problem. Waterhammer is a

dynamic pulse loading with low frequency of occurrence. Therefore, the

number of stress cycles is extremely low and fatigue is not a problem as'

defined'in the AISC Code. (Stokes, prepared testimony at [9,] 18-19 ff.

Tr.10,770;Tr.10,844-65.).

153. The Staff adopts this pcragraph.

154.cIntervenors' expert also expressed concern because flare-bevel
*I

groove welding was included under a prequalified welding procedure

designated as 13AA. (Stokes,Tr. 10,800-01.) Such welding should be

produced against a qualified welding procedure, i.e., one that is validated

by establishing through a field demonstration that the procedure produces
.

*/- A pre;ualified welding procedure is one accepted by the AWS. It

does;not recuire field testing before it is employed on any
particular project.
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an adequate weld. However, the Hatfield AWS flare-bevel welds captured in

the Byron Reinspection Program were produced during the period May,1978

through September, 1982. During that period, flare-bevel groove welds

were, in fact, produced under qualified procedures 13Q and 13AB. Procedure

13AA, a prequalified welding procedure, was not approved until December 30,

1983, and flare-bevel groove welding was erroneously included in that

procedure. This error is being rectified and the procedure for flare-bevel

groove welding is being issued as a qualified procedure. (Erler, prepared

testimony at 7, ff. Tr. 11,158.)

155-157. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

158. All discrepancies subject to ASME Code examination acceptance

criteria were [reparieds] repaired even though they were determined by

evaluation not to have design significance. All other discrepancies
'

were either [reparied] repaired or dispositioned as acceptable "as-is"

. based on the engineering evaluation results. (Del George, prepared

testimony at 36, ff. Tr. 8406.)

159-165. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

166. In evaluating work quality, we begin with the Appeal Board

observation, previously noted, that for purposes of this proceeding a

presumption of work quality follows a showing of inspector competence.

(ALAB-770, slip opinion at 28.) This is also consistent with the

position taken by Edison and by the Staff. As Mr. Lar.ey testified, the

presence of competent inspectors suggests that significant discrepancies

are unlikely to go undetected. Indeed, as noted above, this very

phraseology was used by the Staff in its description of the purpose of

the BRP. (Little, Staff prepared testimony at 4-5, ff. Tr. 9510.) By

c
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removing doubt as th the qualification and capability of the whole body

of inspectors, the BRP has provided confidence in the quality of the

work that was originally inspected. (Laney, prepared testimony at 18,

ff. Tr.- 9339; Little, Staff prepared testimony at 4-5, ff. Tr. 9510.)
.

We have already found the inspectors in question to be qualified.

(i 104, suora.) -Accordingly, in line with the Appeal Board reasoning,

this: finding, on its own, raises a presumption of the adequacy of

Hatifled and Hunter work' quality that has not been rebutted.

167-177.

:178. All these judgments on work quality [en-werk-qwality] were made
.

on the basis of engineering judgment rather than on the basis of the

application of mathematical statistical theory. (Del George,

Tr. 8518.[t] The Staff also stated that the sampling methodology in the
* ' BRP was based on engineering judgment and "was not statistically

conceived." Little, Staff Prepared Testimony at 4, ff. Tr. 9510.) The

Applicant also offered the testimony Dr. Anand Singh, Assistant Head of

the Structural Analytical Division of Sargent & Lundy, which applied

principles.of statistics to the results of the engineering evaluations

discussed in the testimony of Messrs. McLaughlin, Branch, and French.

Sing ~ , prepared testimony at 3-4, ff. Tr. 9055. The conclusions of then

Applicant's witnesses based on engineering judgment, however, stand

independently of Dr. Singh's statistical analysis. McLaughlin, prepared
.

testimony at 16-17, ff. Tr. 9047; Tr. 9272-9274. Notwithstanding the

use by these expert witnesses of engineering judgment as the basis for

determining that the work quality was adequate, Intervenors presented

the testimony of Dr. Ericksen in an effort to demonstrate that, applying

. - - - - . - - . . . - , . - - .-.
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' mathematical statistical theory, inferences could not be made regarding

the entire scope of Hatfield and Hunter work based upon the sample of

the work reinspected in the BRP.

179. In assessing the significance of the testimony of Intervenors'

statistical expert, Dr. Ericksen, we recognize that he does not purport

to be an expert in the design, construction or evaluation of nuclear power

plants and that he has no experience as a quality control inspector at a

nuclear power plant. (Tr. 11,026-11,045.) He is an expert statistician,-

but he recognizes that the conclusions expressed by knowledgeable pro-

fessional engineers in this proceeding may in fact not be statistical

statements at all, but rather the results of an engineering analysis.

(Ericksen, Tr. pp. 11,077-78.) The limited role of a statistician in

these circumstances was also recognized by Dr. Frankel, the statistical

expert testifying on rebuttal for Applicant, who explained that a sampling
.

statistician is not qualified to draw inferences where a non-probability

sample is used, but can only assist the subject matter expert in drawing

inferences from that sample and has no role to play when a subject matter

expert does not purport to apply mathematical statistical theory at all.

(Frankel, prepared testimony at 8-9, ff. Tr.11,120.) None of the

witnesses presented by Applicant or Staff, except Dr. Singh, purported to

rest their conclusions on an application of mathematical statistical

theory and Mr. McLaughlin specifically stated that the results of a

statistical analysis were immaterial to his conclusions. (McLaughlin,

Tr. 9272-[74],7_3.) Thus, recognizing that mathematical statistical theory3

plays an extremely minor role in the evaluation of the quality of Hatfield

and Hunter's work, we turn to a consideration of Dr. Ericksen's testimony.

l

s
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180. Dr. Ericksen's basic criticisms focussed on a formula used by

Dr. Singh to calculate the reliability for Hatfield and Hunter inspection

attributes. That reliability calculation expressed the proportion of

work items in a total population which had no discrepancies with design

significance and-is stated in the formula R = 1 - 2.9955/n where R = relia-

! bility at a 95% confidence level and n = number of inspections. (Singh,

prepared testimony at 6, ff. Tr. 9055.) Application of the formula resulted

in calculated reliabilities in excess of 99% for all but two Hatfield

inspection attributes (the two which were lower had small_ sample sizes

and were in excess of 99% for all but two Hatfield inspection attributes

(the two which were lower had small sample sizes and were in excess of

96%) and for both Hunter attributes. (Singh, prepared testimony at 6,

ff. Tr. 9055.) Dr. Ericksen testified that use of the reliability formula

in Dr. Singh's testimony was valid'only if the inspectors within the sample"

were homogeneous.. (Ericksen, prepared testimony at 10-11, ff. Tr. 11,045.)

Dr. Ericksen purported to demonstrate that the inspectors was not homo-

geneous based on a mathematical calculation of 'intraclass correlation,"

a statistical technique for measuring homogeneity. (Ericksen, prepared

testimony at 11, ff. Tr. 11,045.) However, Dr. Ericksen's calculations -

on which he based his conclusion that the inspectors were not homogeneous

used data relating to observed discrepancies. Dr. Ericksen [ admitted]
.

agreed that a calculation based on design significant discrepancies would

lead to a calculated intraclass correlation of zero and thus a conclusicn

that inspectors were homogeneous. (Tr. 11,058) Of course, observed

discrepancies are not a measure of the adequacy of Hatfield and Hunter

work. It is only the existence of previously undetected design significant

I
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discrepancies which would call the adequacy of those contractors work

into question and it was the likelihood of undetected design significant

discrepancies that Dr. Singh was attempting to estimate. We find, there-

fore,'that this [eFitie4sseR] criticism of the use of the reliability

formula by Dr. Singh misunderstands the basic purpose of the calculation

and does not detract from conclusions expressed by any witness regardir.;

the adequacy of Hatfield and Hunter work.

181-183. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

184.[9F,-EF4ekseR-s-statist 4eal-8FgWmeRts-aFe-similaF-te-these

wh4ek-weFe-Fefested-by-the-hiseRs4R$-Ee8Fd-4R-the-FeeeRt-SheFeham

dee4sieRr /---At-SheFehamT-BR-4RdepeRdeat-veF4f4eatieR-ef-eeRstFWet4eR
*

adeqWaey-was-eendWeted-by-aR-erg 4 Reef 4Rg-f4Fmy-TeFFey-p4Res-TechRelegy,

W4 tresses-4*"-SWffelk-GeWRtyT-aR-4RteFveReF -eF4 tie 4Eed-IeFFey-p4Res-feFT

4ts-des 454eR-te-Fely-eR-erg 4 Reef 4Rg-jWdgmeRt-Fath8F-thaR-statist 4eal
.

methedelegy-4R-the-seleet4eR-ef-the-stFWetWFes,-systems-aRd-eespeReRts

whieh-weFe-4Rspeeted-dWF4Rg-the-veFifieatieRT--The-BeaFd-rejested-aRy

sWggestieR-that-aR-applieatieR-ef-statist 4eal-methedelegy-seRtFelled-4ts

evalWatieR-ef-the-adequaey-ef-eeRstFWetieR-at-SheFehamy-stat 4R9-4R

peFt4RORt-paFit

ET3keFe-has-beer-Re-applieatieR-Of-statistie44-metNedslegy-te
a-pFehlem-as-diveFse-aRd-eemplex-as-the-veF4fiestieR-ef

-esRstFWetieR-ef-a-RWeleaF-peweF-statieR-t r-r ,

*/ [hese-IslaRd-hight 4Re-GempaRy-(SheFeham-nseleaF-peweF-StatieRy
Writ-Ifi-bBP-83-57 -48-NR6-445-fi983),]5

e
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The-Gemmissionis-Qwa44ty-Assuranee-Griter4a -19-GrFrRrs
part-595-Appendix-By-de-Ret-re% wire-the-use-ef-stat 4stieal
sampling-methedelegy3-Mereever -threwghest-the-nwelear-pewers
industry,-44-is-met-the-praetiee-te-ut444ae-statist 4eal
methedelegy-in-ewa44ty-assuranee-awd4 ting-pregrams

fi5-NRG-at-619-291)

We believe that the necessary effect of Dr. Ericksen's

position is that one cannot rely upon the results of sampling programs

to draw broad conclusions regarding aspects of a nuclear power plant

unless the samplino program was statistically rigorous. We know from

our familiarity with the NRC inspection program that it is based on a

sampling approach, since the NRC staff does not have the resources to

verify every aspect of construction of a nuclear plant. Furthermore,

the NRC's Ouality Assurance criteria (10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B) do

not require the use of statistical methodology in quality assurance

programs. / We reject Dr. Ericksen's position.
*.

185-195. .The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

197. IE Report 454/84-09, 455/84-07 identified one apparent item of

noncomplian'ce involving a single Hatfield discrepancy report (DR-3882)

which dealt with the removal of a cable from a conduit. The discrepancy

report inaccurately de' scribed the pulling force applied in the removal

.

*/ Long Island Lightino Company (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1), LBP-83-57,.16 NRC 445, at 619-620 (1983).

:

L

;

i
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.of the cable, .resulting' in a deficient engineering evaluation. This

event was determined to be.an isolated occurrence. (Del George,

prepared testimony at 45, ff. Tr. 8406.) This matter is discussed
_

fully, infra,[(293-297]1273-277.

198. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

199, Mr. Little, on behalf of the NRC Staff, testified that

Region III believes that the~ reinspection of over 160,000 safety-related

_ elements for Hatfield and Hunter, the results of those inspections, and

the analysis and disposition of the reinspection findings provide

reasonable assurance that the overall quality of the work of these con-

tractors is good. (Little, Staff prepared testimony at 6, ff. ... 9510.)

When-polled by the Board, the members of the Region III Staff panel rein-

forced this conclusion with their personal views. For example, Mr. Ward

testified that with respect to welding Byron is probably the safest plant"

ever built. (Ward,Tr. 9872,9910.) Mr. Muffett agreed with Mr. Ward,

adding that the Staff review of Byron construction was unusually " critical"

in its search for discrepancies. Mr. Muffett concludes that the results

of BRP reinforce the Staff's already positve conclusions about Byron.
,

~ (Muffett, Tr. 9872. ) Messrs. Little, Love and Connaughton each testified-

that contractor work quality was adequate, even rigorous, and that Byron

can be operate'd safely. These conclusions are based, not only on the

results'of the BRP, but also on the Region's long and detailed inspection
,

history at Byron. (Little, Tr. 9872-73; Love, Tr. 9875; Connaughton,

Tr. 9876-77.)

200. Moreover, the testimony of William Forney, as it concerns work

quality, is entirely consistent with that of the Region III panel.

Mr. Forney testified, vigorously, that the results of the BRP provided

e,

L-
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added assurance that Byron construction quality is adequate. As with

the Region III panel, Mr. Forney's conclusions on work quality are based

as well on his extensive experience with Byron construction activities.

Mr. Forney's point of departure with the testimony of the Staff panel

has to'do with inferring QC inspector competence from the fact that they

did not overlook safety significant deficiencies. (See 525, supra.)

[ Altkewgh-NFv-FeFRey1 -FeaSeR4Rg-heFe-iS-a-little-Vagtfey-eRe-bas 45-feF5

his-pesitieR-appeaFS-te-be-MF,-FeFReyls-veFy-StFeRg-bel 4e(5] [b] Based

on his experience as the senior resident inspector, [that-safety-

s4 Miffe&Rt-d4SeF0 pare 4eS-de-Ret-eM454-at-ByfeRv--IR)
5

Mr. Forney[1s-weFds+] stated with respect to the quality of construction

at Byron:

[I]t has been Region III's position all along, and . . .
mine, that the construction at the Byron plant was good,
because we had not discovered obvious hardware problems like,

we have at other sites. . . .

I feel at this time that the information provided by the
reinspection program did, in fact, provide a very large data
base to confirm Region III's position that the quality of the
Byron site is acceptable and that it is generally good. . . .

And when you couple this with the work . . that the workers
do, which I believe to be generally of good quality, the
inspection programs that not only does the NRC undertake, but
Licensee has inspection programs, they've had reinspection
programs, they've had overinspection programs, you have that

|
coupled with the construction testing before'it's turned over

' to preoperational testing, and when you put those all
together and you have the overlap, . . . it's my belief and
my professional opinion that those together have provided
that degree of assurance required by 10 CFR 50, Appendices A
and B, as to the requisite safety and health of the public.

i

(Forney,Tr. 10,044-45.) Thisbeingthecase,[theFO-45-64FPO-ReI

Fe25eR-feF-MFv-FeFRey1 U 4N4SeWIe2-d45&gFeeFERt-with-the-Staff-paRel5 F

te] the differences between Mr. Forney and the Staff panel in the

L
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reopened proceeding regarding the inferences that can be drawn as to

DC inicector competence do not weigh against our finding that work

quality at Byron is adequate. Indeed, Mr. Forney's testimony shows that

he believes strongly in the adequacy of Byron work quality.

201-202. The Staff adopts thase paragraphs.

203. Intervenors' only real challenge to the overall quality of the

Hatfield and Hunter work lies in their assertion that, based upon

mathematical statistical theory, inferences could not be made regrading

the entire scope of the Hatfield and Hunter work based upon the sample

of work reinspected in the Byron Reinspection Program. As noted, above,

we do not believe that there has been any showing that Applicant's use
_

of statistics was erroneous. In any event, mathematical statistical

theory played little, if any, role in the conclusions reached by the
.

engineering witnesses. These witnesses made clear that their

conclusions were based on engineering judgment [r--As-did-the-hieensing

Beard-in-the-resent-Shereham-deeisieR-WheR-4t-Reted-that-49-GFR-Patt-59,

Append 4x-By-dees-net-require-the-use-efy-ser-is-46-the-praet4ee-in-the

swelear-4sdwstFy-te-ut4I4Eey"statistie&I-sampl4Rg-methedelegyy-We

spee4f4eally-deeline-te-base-any-eeselusiens-regarding-werk-qEaI4ty-eR -

the-applieaties-ef-that-methedelegyr] and articulated sound bases for

their judgments. We find it unnecessary to rely upon the apolication of

statistical methodology to draw a conclusion on the quality of Hatfield

and Hunter work at Byron. We find that the numerous bases presented by

Applicant, considered together, [demeRstrate] provide reasonable ssurance

that the overall quality of the Hatfield and Hunter work at the Byron

plant is adequate.

e
- , ,- . - - . , , . - . , , . .., ...
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204-206. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

207. Evidence presented at the 1983 hearings and the remanded

hearings recounted the history and extent of the corrective action

pr;ogram regarding SCC's work. In early 1980, as a result of discussions

between the Staff and Aoplicant following receipt by Region III of an

. anonymous allegation that welding on local instrument panels did not conform

to engineering specifications, the Applicant identified a generic

problem with welds on local instrument panels supplied by SCC. [At-the

same-times-as-the-result-ef-allegatiens-by-an-5GG-empleyeer-the-NRC

-Staff-was-eendweting-an-invest 4 atien-ef-5GG-quality-assweanee5

aetivities-](I.D., 10-97-98; Hayes, Connaughton, prepared testimony at
,

4-5,ff.-Tr.10,478.) To resolve this problem, on February 15, 1980

scp'.lcant implemented an inspection program for local instrument

panels. All safety-related local instrument panels shipped prior to*

that date were inspected at Byron by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory (PTL)

and either repaired and reinspected on site or sent back to SCC for

repairs. Local instrument panels initially shipped from SCC after

February 15, 1980 were inspected by PTL prior to shipment (" source

inspected"). ' ultimately, all safety-related local instrument panels -

- were independently inspected by PTL and accepted. (Hayes,Connaughton,

prepared testimony at 5, ff. Tr.10,478.)
.

208-217. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

218. To assure that the finite element analysis adeused the

- as-built' condition of the control panel welds, Mr. Maurer, accompanied

by a Westinghouse Level II welding engineer, visually inspected all of

the accessible welds in each of the control panels in the main control

w.
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(Maurer, prepared testimony at 8-9, ff. Tr.10,158.) The minimumroom.

values for weld length and si:e found as a result of the visual

inspection (the " lower bound weld condition"), and the maximum seismic

loads acting on each type of structural member as determined by the

finite element analysis, were then applied in a calculation to determine

whether specific welded connections would have sufficient strength to

withstand applied loads. (Maurer, prepared testimony at 10, ff. Tr.

10,158;Maurer,Tr.[10,319]10,210-11,10,165-67,10,283-84.) The

maximum stress calculated was found to be within the allowable stress

criteria prescribed by the applicable codes. (Maurer, prepared

testimony at 11, ff. Tr._10,158; Maurer, Tr.10,284.) In view of the

margin of safety present in the construction of the main control panels,

Mr. Maurer concluded that the structural integrity of the Byron main
"

control panels, including those supplied by SCC, will be maintained in

the event of desigr. basis earthquake for the Byron Site. (Maurer,

prepared testimony at 11-13, ff. Tr. 10,158.)

219-226. The Staff adopts these paragraphs

227. In 1981 discrepant welds were found on the SCC DC fuse

panels during an inspection by Sargent & Lundy level III inspectors. Of

-the 2,170 welds inspected, 986 were found discrepant. In addition

stitch welds were missing on one location in one of the panels, Panel

No. 2DC10J. These inspection results caused Applicant to question the

efficacy of a seismic qualification analysis of the DC fuse panels per-

formed by Wiley Laboratories in 1980. Consequently Sargent & Lundy was'

requested to requalify these four DC fuse panels by performing a further

analysis. (Kostal, prepared testimony at 46-[47] g , ff. Tr. 10,159.)L

|

C
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' 228-245. 'The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

245.- Mr. Kostal detailed the several engineering evaluations

- that have been performed on varying aspects of the cable tray hanger

system over the last several years, none of which ever found any nld

discrepanices of_ design significance. (Kostal, prepared testimony at

12-20, ff. Tr. 10,159.) The most significant of these evaluations was
,

-conducted in 1984 pursuant to Applicant's nonconformance reports

regarding weld quality discrepancies found by Hatfield Electric Company

on the SCC shop welds. (Kostal, prepared testimony at 12, ff. Tr.

10,159.) To address the general concern for SCC weld quality, Sargent &

Lundy. identified for weld inspection a random sample of 80 hangers out of
,

the population of 5717 SCC cable tray hangers at the Byron Station. The

sample captured all commonly used connection types, and 44 connections

that were deemed to be highly stressed. (Kostal, prepared testimony at

12-13, ff. Tr.10,159. ) The_80 selected hangers included 358 SCC shop-

welded connections,. Of these, 252 were found to have no discrepancies,

and 105 were found to.have some form of discrepancy such as enderlength,

undersize, overlap, undercut, and craters. Two of the discrepant con-

nections were missing portions of welds. No cracks were found on the

welds. (Kostal, prepared testimony at 12-13, ff. Tr. 10,159.)

247-251.- The Staff adopts these paragraphs.
.

252. Under the_ expanded hanger connection inspection program,

if a portion of a missing weld is found, an evaluation will be performed

to determine whether the capacity of the connection is reduced by

greater than 53 percent. (Muffett, Tr. 10,512/) If any hanger

connection is found to have a capacity reduction in excess of

1:
_
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- 53 percent, the program will be further expanded to include all

inaccessible connections. (Muffett,Tr. 10,483,10,512-13.) However,

further expansion of the inspection program may not be necessary if

Applicar,t can demonstrate tft the NRC Region III Staff circumstances

associated with the connection which would obviate the ne:essity of

inspecting all inaccessible connections on the hangers. (Muffett,Tr.

10,483-84.)

253-264. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

New paragraph 264A. We believe that the evaluations of SCC eouipment

described in 15204-264 resolve the concerns which lead the Appeal Board

o include the issue of SCC supplied equioment in the reopened proceeding.t!

The Appeal Board noted that in paragraph D-442 of our Initial Decision we

relied upon the 100 percent reinspection of SCC ecuipment committed to in

Mr. Reed's January 26, 1981 letter to Mr. Keppler in reaching our con-'

clusion that the determination of the adequacy of SCC supplied equipment

was properly delegable to the Staff. ALAB-770, 19 NRC , slip op.

at 30-32. The Board Notifications from the Aoplicant and the Staff brought

our assumption into question. The issue of the adequacy of SCC supplied

equipment has now been adequately addressed on the record of this proceeding

and the one remaining issue (with respect to cable tray hangers) we believe
|=

to be delegable to the Staff.

265. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

266. Applicant presented two witnesses to address this issue. James 0.

Binder, Applicant's Project Electrical Supervisor at Byron, discussed the

history of the cable overtensioning issue at Byron and explained Applicant's

response to items of noncompliance and open items regarding cable over-
i

E
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tensioning which were identified by the Staff during various inspections.

Bobby G.-Treece, Sargent & Lundy's Senior Electrical' Project Engineer at

Byron, described the analysis performed by Sargent & Lundy of all of the

: safety-related electrical cables installed in conduit at Byron before

. December, 1982. -The purpose of this analysis was to determine whether

any of _ those cables _ had been rendered unacceptable due to overtensioning.

(Treece, prepared testimony at 3, ff. Tr. 9408.) The testimony of R.S.

Love of the NRC Staff also addressed the question of possible cable over-

= tensioning. (Love, prepared testimony at 25-27_, ff. Tr. 9510.)

267-268. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

269. The Construction Assessment Team (" CAT") inspection conducted

in the Spring of 1982 found that Hatfield's cable installation procedures

did not address the requirements for calculatii.g electrical cable sidewall

pressure and did not provide instructions regarding cable rework. (Binder,'

prepared testimony at 6 and Attachment C - Inspection Report 82-05/82-04

at C-70 to C-71, ff. Tr. 9406.) In response, Hatfield revised its proce-

dures to address allowable pulling tension considering sidewass pressure

limitations and instructions regarding electrical. cable rework. The

revised procedures were implemented in Decer.iber,1982. The NRC Staff

found _the revised procedures ' satisfactory and closed this portion of the

item of noncompliance. (Binder, prepared testimony at 6-7 and

Attachment B Inspection Report 83-16 at B-6, ff. Tr. 9406.)

270-279. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

280. We identified this tabling issue as a proper subject for

the remanded hearing, insofar as the BRP would address our concerns

regarding tabling. Applicant addressed this concern through the testimony

_
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of Malcolm Somsag. Mr. Somsag is the site quality assurance supervisor.

for Hunter at Byron. He has previously testified for Applicant, primarily

in response to Mr. Smith's allegations. (Somsag, prepared testimony at 1

-2,ff.Tr.9452.) Messrs. Connaughton and Ward addressed the tabling

- issue on behalf of the Staff. (NRC Staff, prepared testimony at 19-21,

ff. Tr. 9510.)
281. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

282. Mr. Somsag described the inspection program in which the

BRP was applied in detail. The program consists of four broad inspection

types to which all safety-related work, including the installation of

safety-related component supports, is subjected. Type 1 inspections are

conducted during initial installation [ef] activities to verify the

existence and adequacy of required documentation. Type 2 inspections are

. * - also conducted during installation activities and are designed to determine

whether the hardware _ meets design requirements and whether the documentation

continues to reflect the status of construction and inspection. (Somsag,

prepared testimony at 2, 3, ff. Tr. 9452.)*/

283. Once the work and Type 1 and 2 inspections associated with

the work on [a] construction drawings are completed, Type 3 inspections -

are conducted to verify the overall adequacy of work. Type 3 inspections

include a detailed review ,f documentation generated during construction

to verify that all required inspections have been conducted and documented.

Mr. Somsag testified that this program was established in March, 1980.*/ Hunter conducted an inspection of 100% of the supports installed
prior to March,1980 to assure tiv_t these supposts had been properly
installed and documented. (Somsag, prepared testimony at 2, ff.
Tr. 9452.)

E .
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and that the hardware conforms to the requirements of the construction

drawings and associated as-built documentation. (Somsag, prepared testimony

at 3, ff. Tr. 9452.)

'284-285. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

286. The Staff adopts this. paragraph, as corrected by letter

from Mark Furse, dated September 17, 1984.

287.-The Staff adopts this paragraph.

288. The Staff adopts this paragraph, as corrected by letter

from Mark Furse, dated September 12 , 1984.

289. The audits covered Hatfield's work activities, including

welder qualification testing, material traceability, procedures, inspections,
,

auditing, personnel qualifications, corrective actions, training, installa-

tion activities, calibration activities, records, fire protection, the BRp,

storage and housekeeping, field change requests, design control and document
.

control. (Shewski, prepared testimony at 32, ff. Tr. 8423.)

290-291. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

292. Hatfield's [eePreetien] corrective actions consisted of

additional inspections, auditing, training, review of personnel documen-

tation packages and review of discrepancy reports to ensure proper
-

disposition. Mr. Shewski testified that for all audit findings acceptable -

corrective action by Hatfield has been achieved or is underway. (Shewski,

.

prepared testimony at 33, ff. Tr. 8423.)

293. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

294. In Hunter's case, Applicant's quality assurance organization

has conducted 14 audits and at least 142 separate surveillances between

August , 1983 and the start of the reopened hearing. The audits covered

.

9
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the key aspects of Hunter's work activities and quality program requirements,

including [ width] whip restraint installations, handling, storage and

shipping, non-conformances, welder qualification testing, inspector quali-

fications, the BRP, design and installation methodology, control of field

change notices, concrete expansion anchors and bolted connections, equipment

installation, corrective action, auditing, piping and equipment component

support, installation and engineering activities, document control and

quality assurance implementation in general. (Chewski, prepared testimony

at 30, ff. Tr. 8423.)

295-298. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

299. The PTL audits identified 10 deficiences (4 findings and

6 observations). These involveJ an inspector improperly accepting seven

twc-inch welds, a receiving inspector not having proper certification,

whiteout having been used by one person on sample logs, and incomplete
.

documentation on ultrasonic test records. Corrective action for these

deficiencies basically involved retraining. Mr. Shewski testified that

these PTL findings and observations did not have significance and that

adequate corrective measures were easily achieved. (Shewski, prepared

testimony at 31- 32, ff. Tr. 8423.) -

I' 300-303. The Staft adopts these paragraphs.

304. A two month long Applicarit audit of over 10,500 records
;

-was conducted in late 1982 to verify the aut ent c ty of contractor QCh ii

documentation. Another related audit was performed for the BRP in early

1964 by Applicant's general office quality assurance department. Hunter,

Hatfield and PTL records were covered by the audit. One purpose of the

audits was to make certain that no fradulent documentation practice has

c ,
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occurred. The cuntractors' method of control and administration of QC

qualification tests were reviewed, including reviews to verify that retests

were done with a different test than the original and that tests and test

answers were controlled. Calibration records were reviewed to ensure

thatinformationand[date]datawereunique,completeandnotimproperly

altered and that , signatures on documents were orginal and by authorized

personnel. Reviews were also conducted to verify that site QA personnel

were checking contractor welder qualifications and QC inspector qualifica-

tion packages for icceptability and authenticity. No fradulent activities

were' identified. (Shewski, prepared testimony at 26, ff. Tr. 8423.)

305-313. Th! Staff adopts these paragraphs.

314. The thrta allegations whose resolution was supplemented

by data from the BRP al'. concerned Hatfield welding. (Hayes, prepared

testimony at 4 and Attachment C, ff. Tr. 9964.) One allegation, that
.

approximately 90 percent of certain Hatfield hangers which were covered

with fireproofing and which were inspected because of missing weld

trevelers were rejectable, was disproven by results of inspections which

were conducted to resolve a related nonconformance report. The BRP rein-

spected welds that were covered with fireproofing and found none that

required repair, thus confirming the above results. (Hayes, prepared

testimony at 4, ff. Tr. 9964.) A second allegation claimed that the

rejection rate for' Hatfield hanger welds merited removal of fireproofing to
.

reinspect additional welds. This allegation was resolved in the course of

the BRP, during which [wemeved] all the fireproofing in areas identified by

theallegerwasremovedand[the-finding-thereby-ef]onlyoneunacceptable

_ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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connection was found out of the 300 connections examined. (Hayes, prepared

testimony at 4-5, ff. Tr. 9964.)

315. A third allegation charged that fireproofing covered tack

-welds and that there was no documentation of such unacceptable welds. This

allegetion was resolved by the intpection and completion of the welds

identified by the alleger, and the BRP inspection of 5,500 fireproofed welds

which found only two tack welds. Further, it was fcund that discrepancy

reports were not issued because the [taek] welds on the subject hangers

had not yet been accepted by QC at the time of the allegation. (Hayes,

prepared testimony at 5, ff. Tr. 9964.)

316-317. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

318. Based on this supplemental decision, several of the findings

and conclusions in our Initial Decision of January 13 must now be either

modified or withdrawn. The Sumary and Coments Section of our Initial

Decision does not constitute any portion of our factual findings and we

make no change in that part of our Initial Decision. [S4m44arlys-we-make

ne-shange-in]. Paragraphs 1 through 7 and 10 of the Conclusion and Order

Section of the Initial Decision [statingt-heWeVeF-% hat-4%-45] which relate

to the quality assurance issue are withdrawn and are superseded [in-4ts -

ent4rety] by the Conclusions of Law and Order Sections of this Supplemental

Initial Decision. Paragraphs 8 and 9 of the Conclusions and Order Section,

which relate to the emergency planning phase of this proceeding, are retained.

g' ant of the " Agreed MotionWe note that pursuant to our September 14, 1984 r

for Time Extension Regarding Emergency Planning Comittment W" (dated

September 13,1984), Intervenors reserved the right to petition for a

hearing only if they have evidence that Applicant has failed to show good

er
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faith in discussing concerns raised by the mayors identified in Commitment W

or in reviewing plans proposed by the mayors.

319-320. The Staff adopts these paragraphs.

321. The concerns expressed in findings D-403 and D-404

regarding possible fradulent contractor practices have now been resolved

[4n] to our satisfaction and CECO has established that Hatfield documen-

-tation is not fraudulent and is adequately reliable and accurate. (See

T's301-306.)

322-329. The Staff adopts these paragrapns.

330. Finding 0-441, which concludes that Hatfield's quality

assurance program in ina,dequate, is withdrawn. The BRP results, together

with the other testimony [4s] in the reopened hearing, show that Hatfiled

quality control inspectors were qualified, that Hatfield work quality is

adequate and that Hatfield's quality documentaticn is adequate.
,

.

331. The Staff adopts this paragraph.

332. The Staff adopts this paragraph, as corrected by letter

from Mark Furse, dated September'17, 1984.

333. The Staff adopts this paragraph.
.

334. Applicant has met its burden of proof with respect to
-

Contention IA, and we find in Applicant's favo- on that contention.

[the-sentent4en-4s-hereby-refeeted). Having decided in our previous

decision that Applicant had met.its burden of proof with respect to the
.

other seven issues in controversy, the Licensing Board concludes with

. respect to each of these contentions that there is reasonable assurance

that the Byron Nuclear Power Station can be operated without endangering

the health and safety of the public. We retain our requirement that any

.
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operation of the Byron Station above five percent of power be subject to

the three conditions with respect to emergency planning set forth in the

conclusion and Order section of our Initial Decision.

XX. Order.

[WHEREF9REi-IT-IS-GRBERE93-4n-asseFdanee-with-19-GrFrR.

l!-2,769(a)-and-31/62 -that-the-Enitial-Bee 4sien-as-medif;ed-by-this5

Supplemental-In444al-Beeis4en-shall-eenst4tute-the-final-astien-of-the

Gemmiss4en-th4Fty-t393-days-afteF-the-date-et-issuanee-heFeefr3--Within

ten-(10}-days-afteF-seFW4ee-ef-euF

Wherefore, it is ordered that, our Initial Decision, as modified

by this Supplemental Initial Decision, authorizes the Director of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation to issue full-power licenses for Byron Nuclear Power

Station, Units 1 and 2. In accordance with 10 C.F.R. g 2.764(f), this

authorization is, however, limited to fuel loading and low power (up to

5 percent of rated power) testing pending the decision of the Commission

upon its review to determine whether our Initial Decision, as modified

by this Supplemental Initial Decision should become 1mmediately effective.

Pu,rsuant to 62./64(f)(2)(ii), the parties n.ay file brief comments with the
10 be considered,

C;imission pertaining to the irmediate effectiveness issue.

such comments must be received within 10 days of the date ofthis Decision.

Pursuant to ALAB-770,19 nRC _, slip op,. at 35-36, and 10 C.F.R.

562.760(a), 2.762, 2./b4, 2.785 and 2.785, the Initial Decision, as modified

by this Supplemental Initial Decision, shall not constitute final agency

action pending the decision of the Appeal Board on the Applicant's appeal

pending before it. Within ten (10) days atter service of our Supplemental

|
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Initial Decision any party aggrieved by that decision shall notify the Appeal

Board of its intention to modify its pleadings and briefs before the Appeal

Board. The form of such further pleadings and briefs and the time within

which such further pleadings and briefs shall be filed, shall be in accordance

with an order issued by the Appeal Board.
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- Respectfully submitted,

J Ex -

- - _ _ - ,

Stephen H. Lewis*

Deputy Assistant Chief Hearing Counsel

1 - Dated in Bethesda, Maryland~

this 24th day of September 1984
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0FNISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

. COMMONWEALTH EDIS N COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-4540
) 50-455

(Byron Station, Units 1 and 2) )
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Panel * .

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
11ashington, DC 20555

.

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Board Panel *

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
liashington, DC 20555

Docketing & Service Section*
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, DC 20555
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